
Name:_______________________________________  

_____________________________________________       

 

Working towards the expected standard 

Date: 
 
 

     

 
Genre 

 
      

 I can write simple sentences after discussion with the teacher       

 I can use some full stops and capital letters       

I can spell some common exception words             

I can break down spoken words into their sounds and spell some correctly              

Spelling some words correctly (year 1 and 2 word lists)       

I can begin to form lower case letters in the correct direction, starting and 
finishing in the right place  

      

I can use some finger spaces between words       

Working at the expected standard 

I can write sentences that are sequenced to form a short narrative       

I can join words and clauses using and.        

I can use punctuation 
accurately on most 
occasions 

Capital letter to start sentences         

Capital letter for personal pronouns / other 
(days and I) 

      

Full stops       

Question marks        

Exclamation marks        

I can spell most words containing each of the letter sounds I have been 
taught 

      

Spelling most words correctly (year 1 and 2 word lists)       

I can use most finger spaces between words       

I can form capital letters and start to form lower case letters the correct 
size 

      

Working at greater depth   

Write effectively and coherently for different purposes, drawing on their 
reading to inform the vocabulary and grammar of their writing  

      

Make simple additions, revisions and proof-reading corrections to their 
own writing    

            

Use the punctuation taught at KS1 mostly correctly        

Spell most common exception words        

Other 

Word:  Regular plural noun suffixes – s or es         

Word: Suffixes that can be added to verbs where no change is needed 
[eg: helping, helped, helper] 

      

Word: Prefix un – changes the meaning of verbs and adjectives        

Terminology: letter and capital letter       

Terminology: word / singular / plural       

Terminology: sentence         

Terminology:  punctuation       
Terminology: full stop / question mark / exclamation mark        

Year 1 Writing Checklist          ooo Non negotiable                                              

>>>  No evidence in this text   ---- Not looking for evidence in this text type      

Overall: Evidence in text   Some evidence   Most evidence    Secure evidence  


